[Early diagnosis of gray mold on tomato stalks based on hyperspectral data].
Early diagnosis of gray mold on tomato stalks based on hyperspectral data was studied in the present paper. A total of 112 samples' hyperspectral data were collected by hyperspectral imaging system. The study spectral region was from 400 to 1,030 nm. Combined with image processing and chemometric methods, the tomato stalk gray mold diagnosis models were built. Seven effective wavelengths were selected by analysis of variable load distribution in PLS model. The experimental results showed that the excellent results were achieved by EW-LS-SVM model with standard normal variate (SNV) spectral and multiplicative scatter correction (MSC) spectral, and the accuracy of diagnosing gray mold on tomato stalks was satisfied and better than PLS model with whole band. Hence, it is feasible to early diagnose gray mold on tomato stalks using hyperspectral imaging technology, which provides a new early diagnosis and warning method for tomato disease.